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Lassen & Lake County CARB Laundering Public Funds
Through Unlawful Delaware
STAKEHOLDER Join Jefferson State!
Corporation?
MEETING
By Katy Grimes
Environmentalists claim global warming
MARCH 15th
can be mitigated, but only by if humans are

Will Trinity be left out?
Trinity Follows Humboldt Lead On
New Cannabis Regulations
Trinity Board of Supervisors Chairwoman
Judy Morris (District 2) and Supervisor
John Fenley (District 5) have met twice
with members of the public to discuss
new cannabis cultivation rules for Trinity.
Humboldt Supervisors have supported and
lead a similar effort that has incorporated
state and local agencies including the Agricultural Commission in a pivotal position. As Will Houston of the Eureka Times
Standard reports: A standing-room-only
audience rose in a standing ovation in the
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors
Continued on pg 8

Cannabis CBD Oil about to Replace
Chemotherapy? | Is Monsanto About
to Unleash GMO Marijuana?

O

n the heels of several major developments in cancer treatment from high
CBD concentrations of Oil, rendered from
plants that do not contain high enough
THC counts to produce the normal psychoactive effects. Male plants being one
such example, and Monsanto is focusing
on a GMO strain for proprietary ownership
control schemes. This oil is being marketed at prices equivalent to Chemotherapy
treatments, upwards of hundreds of dollars for a single ounce. Is the plan to usher
in an age of Cannabis Oil cures which
have the same profit yield as Chemo, but
are much more effective in curing the disease? Given that the oil can cure cancer
without resolving the true cause (diet and
continued on pg 3

Two more counties join State of Jefferson movement
By Liz Bowen
Jefferson Declaration Committee
The New Year has been busy for leaders of the Jefferson Declaration project with Town Halls and county supervisor meetings up and down Northern California. February was especially good as two more county supervisor boards approved
the need to split from California. On Feb. 17, 2015, the Lake
County Supervisors voted 4-1 in favor of the Declaration, but
the wording on the Declaration will be revisited at the board’s
March 3rd meeting and voted upon. Then on Feb. 24, 2015,
Lassen County Supervisors approved the Declaration with a
3-1 vote and will add unique wording to the Declaration for
another vote on March 17. Jefferson Spokesman Mark Baird
said that both meetings received
a great turn-out from Jefferson
supporters, but the Lake County
meeting found Jefferson’s first
organized opposition of several
dozen women that sat in a block
group. Many of those in opposition said they liked California’s
present governing style and felt
California was sufficient as it is.
“But we did prevail,” said Baird
continued on pg 4

Net Neutrality: FCC
Passes New Rules for
Internet

With a 3-2 vote, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC),
an agency with no elected officials,
approved new rules this morning
regarding two big issues: Net neutrality and municipal broadband.
“The Ford Foundation, which
claims to be the second-largest private foundation in
the U.S., and Open Society
Foundations, founded by farleft billionaire George Soros,
have given more than $196
million to pro-net neutrality
groups between 2000 and
2013,” said the report, authored by Media Research
Center’s Joseph Rossell, and
provided to Secrets. “These
left-wing groups not only
continued on page 4

forced to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
This pseudo-science is what the California
Air Resources Board has adopted to control human activity. If this sounds a little
woo-woo, remember the CARB is the state
agency which, under Assembly Bill 32, the
California Global Warming Solution Act
of 2006, expanded its mandate in order
to link up in a cap and trade scheme with
Quebec, and Canada’s international Ecosystem Marketplace offset program. Even
more disturbing, the cap and trade funds
extorted from California businesses by way
of carbon offset auctions, are being laundered through Western Climate Initiative,
Inc., “WCI Inc.,” a Delaware Corporation
formed by the California Air Resources
Board under Mary Nichols, CARB Chairwoman. When the WCI Inc. was first discovered, Nichols cavalierly assured members of the Legislature that there would be
access to WCI Inc. records, but is allowed
to be short tempered and prickly with legislators’ questions about the operations and
finances of her agency.
In the beginning…
On November 28, 2011, WCI Inc. was established as a not-for-profit corporation in
the state of Delaware. The California Air
Resource Board set up a way to hide billions of dollars in Cap and Trade revenue
through a corporation “owned” by the
public. This is shady and dubious, but not
surprising. The State of California used to

Obama to Ban Bullets by EO

I

t’s starting.
As promised, President Obama
is using executive actions to impose gun control on the nation,
targeting the top-selling rifle in the
country, the AR-15 style semi-automatic, with a ban on one of the
most-used AR bullets by sportsmen and target shooters. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives this month
revealed that it is proposing to put
the ban on 5.56 mm ammo on a
fast track, immediately driving up
the price of the bullets and prompting retailers, including the huge
outdoors company Cabela’s, to
urge sportsmen to urge Congress
to stop the president. Wednesday night, Rep. Bob Goodlatte,
the Republican chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee,
stepped in with a critical letter to

the bureau demanding it explain the
surprise and abrupt bullet ban. The
letter is shown below. The National
Rifle Association, which is working
with Goodlatte to gather co-signers,
told Secrets that 30 House members have already co-signed the letter and Goodlatte and the NRA are
hoping to get a total of 100 fast.
“The Obama administration was
unable to ban America’s most popular sporting rifle through the legislative process, so now it’s trying to
ban commonly owned and used ammunition through regulation,” said
Chris W. Cox, executive director
of the NRA-ILA, the group’s policy and lobby shop. “The NRA and
our tens of millions of supporters
across the country will fight to stop
President Obama’s latest attack on
our Second Amendment freedoms.”
At issue is so-called “armor-pierccontinued on page 7
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the money from?” A good and clear analogy per the
same would be; A politician sitting in a row-boat in the
middle of the ocean who says: “Where am I going to
Pot legalization is not surprising. The map reffind salt water?” said with an overtone as if it were a
erenced in this piece is not surprising either. The
genuine question, and depending on the listener’s ignoleft and right coast are home to the statist elite
rance not to see the ocean surrounding the row-boat..
whose states are the most in debt of all. These
Here is a link with instructions to view and download
statist tyrants see dollar signs in their eyes with
many local Government’s Annual Financial Reports
the marijuana issue. As I have predicted for quite
some time marijuana will be legalized (governmen- that I sent out in a previous post to the CAFR1 National
email list last week: http://www.gfoa.net/cafrwintalized) by a majority of the states but for all the
ners/2013/index.html (**To get the CAFR download
wrong reasons. For the statist goons it’s all about
sucking more money out of the people’s pockets to listing for each local government entity - Click on the
fund their statist agendas, not to protect our Fourth “Winners List by Agency Type” in the centered blue
boxes) That link with the Click on instruction followed
Amendment right to grow and posses whatever
by you will list about 3000+ local government CAFRs
plant we wish to, be it corn, tulips, pine trees or
marijuana. “Sheriffs want popular police-tracking for downloading, view, and review. All categorized by
app disabled” Well ladi-dah! Why do agents of the local government type and alphabetically listed by each
government always want to play by a different set state. ** The 3000+ listed is but a very small fraction
of the Annual Financial Reports produced each year by
of rules? My question is rhetorical of course. A
local government operations [approximately 184,000
monopoly on force, and the weapons with which
local government operations nationally] Any one of
to bring that force into fruition is the answer. The
the reports upon careful and detailed review gives you
knee jerk is understandable. Everyone desires an
advantage over others to be successful at their pro- a pretty clear view of “where the money comes from”
or “can come from” per ANY local government CAFR
fession. Cops are armed with cutting edge weaponry; illegal for the people, cops can actually carry looked at. For your state, download the applicable
those weapons around wherever and whenever they CAFRs in your State listed and put on one DVD for
want; illegal for the people, use the latest high tech distribution to other activists in your state. For those
tracking systems to monitor every move and com- that seriously look, some eyes will really start to open
upon review of the same. The CAFR on the local govmunication of the people; illegal for the people,
ernments listed, being that local government’s “Stateand on, and on, and on! Our federal government
ment of Net-Worth” derived over decades if not over
has thousands of nuclear weapons and is the only
country on the planet to ever loose one on another a century is “the book” to review. Selectively created
country yet we think we have the right to prohibit “Budgets” “for a year” are in all reality very pale in
comparison to looking at the same local government’s
another sovereign country from having one. At
some point we have to take a very hard look in the Annual Financial Report, the CAFR (Comprehensive
mirror and acknowledge we have become the big- Annual Financial Report).
Bottom line? Being that the CAFR shows the “Big
gest bully in the world.
Picture” of the massive standing wealth and true gross
income involved, the Silence is Golden rule is strictly
“I am for a government rigorously frugal and
maintained from within the halls of government; Politisimple. Were we directed from Washington
when to sow, when to reap, we should soon want cal Parties; controlled Education, and the “syndicated
Media” talking heads. Simple and open mention of
bread.” --				
Thomas Jefferson the CAFR to the general public by any party from
the inside would effect their immediate termination /
De Oppresso Liber
blackballing due to directing the public towards the
Mark Potts
massive wealth, standing investments (domestic and
The views posted by Mark Potts are his own and
International) and true “overall” gross income involved
not that of TCSO
and seen therein. On an example of what can jump out
at you when you look at any CAFR report, I grew up in
Here is a Challenge for You!
NJ and recently I glanced at the Port Authority of NY
I will keep this article very simple and to the point.
and NJ 2013 CAFR as listed under “Enterprise” agenOn the syndicated news today they are pitching
cies. Well, what jumped out at me was they allocated
imposing a tax on e-cigarettes. The politician that
3-Billion dollars of their “own monies” for the re-buildintroduced the bill justifies the new proposed tax
ing of the World Trade Center complex. Well, I always
with one and one only statement: “If we do not tax
thought that being Larry Silverstein received about
e-cigarettes, where else will we get the money we
a 6.5 billion dollar insurance payout per the destrucneed from?” I have heard the same blanket comtion of the original WTC complex, that “he” would be
ment over and over again per raising taxes for the
paying for the re-building of the WTC complex. Upon
last 40-years. That comment made by a politician to
review of that CAFR, it was apparent that not $1 came
the public is the biggest insult that can be rendered
directly from Larry Silverstein to rebuild the complex.
per directly calling the listeners “useful idiots” when
Mr. Silverstein had taken out a 99-year lease of the
it comes down to the reality of government’s gross
WTC complex months before it was destroyed (demolincome from the many sources of: Tax, Investished). The deal required him to make monthly payment, Enterprise, etc. Government’s gross income
ments to the NY & NJ Port Authority under the lease
is obscene and has expanded exponentially each
terms. When he got the lease, one of the first things
and every year through depending on the populahe did was to take out a double indemnity insurance
tion being masterfully entertained while being spoon
policy per terrorist attack on the WTC complex. When
fed with blatant “selective presentation” with the
the insurance policy was underwritten by several large
contrived comment of: “where are we going to get
insurance providers, of which took a while to cover that
Disclaimer: This paper
does not advocate or en- large of a policy, in so many words: “The ink was not
TRINITY GAZETTE
dorse any activities that
are in violation of Federal, even dry yet on the policy” and down went the Towers
Trinity County’s
State, or Local laws. Title
Real News Source
17 U.S.C. section 107: and in went Silverstein’s insurance claim which resultIn compliance with Title ed with about a 6.5 billion dollar payout to him.
Address all mail to:
17 U.S.C. Section 107,
TRINITY GAZETTE is So, when I saw the Port Authority was paying for the
Editor, Diane Richards
distributed free, without
profit to those who have rebuilding of the WTC complex and 3-billion dollars
Trinity Gazette
expressed a prior interest
in receiving the included allocated by them, that showed me that Silverstein (a
P O Box 501 information for research
joint US and Israeli citizen) accomplished probably the
and educational purposes.
Hayfork, Calif. 96041
All logos and trademarks largest profit in world history in the shortest period of
in this site are property
For customer service,
of their respective owner. time. You see he only had about 4 monthly payments
FAIR USE NOTICE: This
SUBSCRIPTIONS and news
site contains copyrighted made (under 130 million dollars) and received about
material the use of which
tips call: (650) 296-2169 or
a 6.5 billion dollar payout. So why did not the Port
has not always been speemail to
cifically authorized by Authority of NY and NJ not require Larry Silverstein to
the copyright owner. We
wethepeople2007@gmail.com
are making such material cough up the cost for rebuilding the WTC complex???
available in our efforts to
www.trinitygazette.net
advance understanding of Especially in light of the fact that he was paid billions
environmental, political,
© 2014 Trinity Gazette
human rights, economic, of dollars under the insurance policy due to the destruc-
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tion of the original WTC complex? That was just
one point that jumped out at me from a quick look
at that “one” CAFR. When you see from the link
above the listing of the many local government
CAFRs from your state, and upon a basic review
of the same, I am confident that “many things will
jump out at you from each.”Now here is an exercise
that every one of you and your associates can do
to learn the biggest reality check of your lifetime.
The CAFR is the “Holy Grail” of accounting for the
majority of the local governments out there, their
Statement of Net Worth. The exercise I request that
YOU DO IS TO sincerely ask your local syndicated
media (ABC, CBS; FOX, NBC, etc.) talking head
to make the following very “simple” statement /
question to his or her viewing audience: “I have
become aware of our local government’s Annual
Financial Report known as a CAFR. I request that
my viewing audience Google and then download
a few of the City, County, State, and Enterprise
CAFRs, and make a cursory review of the same and
please get back to me over the next several weeks
with comment.”
Well, there is NO REASON what-so-ever for them
not to do so. Kinda like asking a Priest to make simple mention the Bible to their parishioners, asking
them to look at the Bible and get back to him with
comment. The reality check for you comes into play
due to the reality of the Silence is Golden Rule in
place. The simple mentioning of the CAFR by any
syndicated media talking head violates that rule. It
will not happen within the syndicated media realm.
Independent media personalities with a limited
audience may mention, but the syndicated media
personalities with very “large audiences”, and the
big thumb of management hanging over them per
simple mention of the CAFR are up against a 1-mile
thick concrete wall to NOT openly mention to the
public or else....
Let me know if you have success in doing so, per
the “simple mention” by “any” syndicated media
talking head to their viewing audience. I was successful in doing so once in 1995. The anchor from
ABC in Phoenix after being challenged by me to
make clear and simple mention of the CAFR did so.
She in fact did a full camera shot of the State of Arizona 1994 CAFR as she made clear mention of the
same. Well, her mention aired on the 10 PM News
but on the normal repeat of the 10 PM News segment the following morning at 7 AM, that segment
was cut and that anchor for ABC Phoenix was replaced the following day. She breached the Silence
is Golden rule and swift repercussions by ABC
management against her was the prompt result..
PLEASE share this communication with all of your
contacts and post to News Sites and Blogs where
you can.
		
Walter Burien - CAFR1.com
		
P. O. Box 2112 Saint Johns, AZ
PS: Can YOU breech the Silence is Golden rule
with you local syndicated media talking heads? If
no, the reality check will have been learned. If yes,
I and many others will be absolutely amazed and
grateful...!

Send Inquiries and Complaints on County
Government Corruption or
Mismanagment to:
Trinity County Grand Jury
P.O.Box 2308 Weaverville, Ca. 96093

The New Face of the Cannabis Farmer
We would like to present ourselves in a new light. Historically marijuana growers have been a dubious lot at best. We
would like to point out that the cannabis industry has evolved.
We are a responsible citizenry dedicated to sustainable, ecologically conscious farming and business practices. We would
like to create a cannabis industry that will benefit the economy,
ecology and all citizens of Trinity County. We see the cannabis
industry as a viable economy for Trinity County with far reaching benefits for all citizens. We would like to invite the Board
of Supervisors to participate in an open dialog with the goal of
creating the legal framework to move forward with the transformation of the medical cannabis industry into a viable means of
livelihood for thousands of Trinity County residents. To support
these goals we are seeking to set up guidelines and fee structuresProposals set forth within our group are as follows:
1)Cultivation of cannabis limited to 10% of a property. Total
cultivation to be capped at one acre.
2)20ft. Setbacks from property lines with variance exceptions
for properties of smaller and irregular size. The intent being that
all property owners or lease holders are eligible to participate.
Obvious exceptions are properties in the vicinity of schools etc.
3)Water storage is to be encouraged. All water hauled from off
site is to be from a legal source.
4)Create a mediation team. Infractions and complaints will be
directed to a volunteer group who will seek to arbitrate disputes;
this will help alleviate pressure on law enforcement.
5)Various fee structures have been discussed and are inconclusive at this point.
6)Monies generated within the industry will be specifically
targeted for reservoir maintenance and construction, salaries for
our volunteer firefighters, meth education, support and education for alternative power, best farming practices, water awareness and conservation.
We believe organically grown is the best medicine.
We intend to promote sustainable ,ecologically superior practices and water conservation in order to achieve the highest
grade medicinal cannabis. It is our intention that this industry
remain in the hands of ecologically conscientious farmers and
entrepreneurs and not be dominated by large corporate interests.
We encourage the participation of as many individual farmers
and business people as possible. The social and economic health
of our community is dependent upon the maximum number of
active participants. This is a discussion in progress with many
points yet to be addressed. We invite the Board of Supervisors
to engage with us in the creation of a viable future for Trinity
County.

Progressive Movement in Trinty
I was not aware that the Progressive movement was in Trinity
county. How awful. A poem:
Progressives are evil, progressives are bad,
Progressives make us all very very sad,
Get out of our county, get out of our state,
Go somewhere else to foment your hate.
I had a question about the measles. Didn’t they import 10k kids
from Mexico? And did they all have their vaccines? So why are
they going after those here who do not vaccinate? Shouldn’t they
be concentrating on the disease bearers brought into this country
by the hand wringing liberals? Just a question.
			
Arnold Ziffle
			
Zenia

Trinity Road Hazards
It has come to my attention that a certain woman in
town is circulating a petition to marginalize free speech here by
outlawing ‘signage’ on private property in rural areas. We’ve
got just two bars in Lewiston and they both serve tequila; so it
shouldn’t be too difficult to track this lady down to sign her petition. I’ll tell you what bothers me even more than the “signs”
along our roads; and that’s these fat women who ‘pretend’ to
jog along Old Lewiston Road. It’s bad enough traversing these
roads around here with deer jumping out at us at every other
turn; without also having to maneuver around meandering
“wide loads” on the side of the road. It’s dangerous. News
Flash Ladies! If you’d pick up the pace a bit (and actually run!);
then maybe you’d burn off some of that fat. Otherwise; you’re
just modeling obesity out there, and some of us here are just
appalled by it! (Can’t you do that in private?) Back home we
put burqas on the fat ones. And we keep them off the roadways,
too! So I’ll be the one blasting my horn.
			
Hamid Bombsaway
			
Lewiston

IT FLOWS DOWNHILL
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By Richard Staunton
On February 2nd, 2015, technicians from
the State Water Resources Control Board
visited Lewiston and tested water from
three wells close to the Lewiston Park Mutual Water Company wastewater treatment
plant. One of these wells tested positive for
unacceptably high levels of Fecal Streptococcus bacteria. Fecal Streptococcus
contamination usually comes from improperly treated sewage, poor management
practices at a treatment plant or a sewage
spill contaminating nearby groundwater.
The owner of the property where the contaminated well is located was told by State
officials that the water was unfit for consumption. The following is from the EPA
website (http://water.epa.gov/type/rsl/monitoring/vms511.cfm) and explains why the
presence of fecal streptococcus and fecal
coliform bacteria are important indicators
of water quality.
“What are fecal bacteria and why are
they important?
Members of two bacteria groups, coliforms
and fecal streptococci, are used as indicators of possible sewage contamination
because they are commonly found in human
and animal feces. Although they are generally not harmful themselves, they indicate
the possible presence of pathogenic (disease-causing) bacteria, viruses, and protozoans that also live in human and animal
digestive systems. Therefore, their presence
in streams suggests that pathogenic microorganisms might also be present and that
swimming and eating shellfish might be a
health risk. Since it is difficult, time-consuming, and expensive to test directly for
the presence of a large variety of pathogens, water is usually tested for coliforms
and fecal streptococci instead. Sources of
fecal contamination to surface waters include wastewater treatment plants, on-site
septic systems, domestic and wild animal
manure, and storm runoff.”
As we all know, S#!T flows down hill, or
in the case of groundwater, down gradient.
If the contamination in the well closest to
the treatment plant is the result of LPMWC
mismanagement or negligence, it’s only a
matter of time before other down gradient
wells are affected, too.
The Trinity Journal reported that LPMWC
members approved the new bylaws and
non-profit status for their company. This
will give the Board of Directors more
power and control over the members and
allow the company to apply for State and/or
Federal grant money. With all the shenanigans of the LPMWC staff and Board of
Directors, let’s hope the grants also come
with a high level of oversight and a good
hard look at the company’s financial records. Maybe even a little peak into the
backgrounds of the employees and management, just for good measure.
I saw a bumper sticker once that said “WE
ALL LIVE DOWN STREAM”. It would
be wise for the staff, management, and the
Board of Directors of the Lewiston Park
Mutual Water Company to keep this in
mind. Remember: S#!T flows down hill!
			
Stay vigilant!-RS
P.S. Hey Directors: When you threaten to
put out a “hit” or have someone’s “head
whacked” it’s best to make sure you’re not
being recorded on video!-RS

Cannabis CBD Oil about to Replace Chemotherapy?
| Is Monsanto About to Unleash
continued from pg 1

toxicity) one could conceivably receive a cancer cure, maintain their poor health habits, and
within a few years need another treatment. The
perfect revolving door big profit treatment system Medicine and Pharma adore. While Cannabis Oil is the superior treatment on many levels,
the monopolization of this cure (CBD Oil as a
trademark of Monsanto) clearly draws lines in
the sand as to who will be incharge. And once
enough public support has appeared, due to the
obvious success that treatment will have, many
will now be dependent on yet another Pharmaceutical Company for life saving treatments;
at a huge premium of course. It doesn’t really
sound all that better than today does it? It has
supposedly been in the works for years now, but
you’ve likely not heard of it – Monsanto Marijuana. Is that the big push to legalize in the US?
Allegations abound that Monsanto and George
Soros have been planning to unveil GMO cannabis in Uruguay, the first country to legalize
the sale, cultivation, and possession of marijuana earlier this year. Could Monsanto have the
same plans for the US? Did George Soros help
get marijuana legalized in Uruguay in order to
open the doors for another Monsanto monstrosity – genetically modified marijuana? If so, it
would be a horrendous reversal of wide-spread
access many were hoping to obtain for a plant
that can literally save lives – should it to be delisted as a Schedule 1 drug by the Feds. If this
is all just a ploy for Monsanto and biotech to
plant acres of GM cannabis, there is no better
time to stop this corporate leviathan than now.
According to the Washington Times: “Through
a network of nonprofit groups, Mr. Soros has
spent at least $80 million on the legalization effort since 1994, when he diverted a portion of
his foundation’s funds to organizations exploring alternative drug policies, according to tax
filings”.
Soros has also been listed by the Marijuana
Policy Project as one of the “Top 50 Most
Influential Marijuana Users.” But he has also
been suspect of being a supporter of the One
World Government which destabilizes nations,
foments civil wars, and overthrows governments through something called the Open
Society Movement. One of their goals is to
replace natural cannabis with pharmaceutical
varieties that are patentable and genetically
modified.
Further, Soros has called Russian President
Vladimir Putin “an existential threat,” demanding $20 million to defend the US from
Russia in ridiculous politically slanted slandering. Why? Putin has called GMO makers
and GMO marketers criminals who should
be jailed or fined, and has banned genetically
modified food from his country.
It is up to you to determine if the fact that Soros owns considerable Monsanto stock shares,
and also played a critical role in successfully
legalizing marijuana in Uruguay – if there is
foul play.
It is suggested that Uruguay is part of a much
larger, global plan, and that Monsanto is quietly testing genetically modified THC and CBD
to see how they can use it pharmaceutically,
and own most of the world’s cannabis plant
trade. Allegedly, 2500 acres were planted
in Uruguay of a GMO modified cannabis
strain that when cross pollinated onto other
cannabis strains renders them encapable
of producing flower buds and seeds. Furthermore, German pharmaceutical company,
Bayer AG signed an agreement with GW
Bayer AG in 2003 agreeing to an information exchange with Monsanto. Monsanto thus
supposedly has “discreet access” to scientific
studies on the cannabis plant and its genetic
modification. Source: Natural Society

Solar
Farm sets
130 birds

of thousands of birds flying over California are being scorched to death each
year by powerful sun beams from the
world’s largest solar plant – the Ivanpah
Solar Electric Generating System, partly
owned by Google. Green Corruption reports billionaire George Soros jumped into this venture with
existing investors KPCB, Google
Ventures, Foundation Capital and
Lux Capital. The company Transphorm, based in Goleta, California, received $9 million in stimulus grants, of which details can
be found in extensive research on
KPCB Greentech Portfolio that
secured all kinds of loans, grants
and special tax breaks (federal and
state) –– tied to at least $10 billion of
Obama’s taxpayer funded green-energy
Extreme glow of power plant ignites
spending spree.
creatures mid-air during test
Federal wildlife officials said Ivanpah
By Sarah Griffiths for MailOnline
might act as a ‘mega-trap’ for wildlife,
YET ANOTHER SOROS
with the bright light of the plant atCONNECTION
tracting insects,
which in turn atMore than
tract insect-eat100
birds
ing birds that fly
have
been
to their death in
injured durthe intensely foing testing of
cused light rays.
a new solar
Federal
and
power farm.
state
biologists
Biologists
call the number
say 130 birds
caught fire mid-air while entering an area of deaths significant, based on sightings
of concentrated solar energy created by of birds getting singed and falling, and
the 110-megawatt Crescent Dunes Solar on retrieval of carcasses with feathers
Energy Project near Tonopah, Nevada. charred too severely for flight. Estimates
Experts believe the birds may have been per year range from a low of about a
attracted by the glow of the farm’s tower, thousand by BrightSource Energy - the
but the project’s owners, SolarReserve, operator of a solar farm in the Mojave
say they have found a way to reduce the Desert - to 28,000 by an expert for the
fatalities. Thousands of mirrors focus Centre for Biological Diversity environsunlight onto one central tower to melt mental group. ‘The deaths are alarming.
salt inside it, which will in turn heat It’s hard to say whether that’s the location
water so that steam will turn turbines or the technology,’ said Garry George,
to generate electricity. At its peak, the renewable-energy director for the Caliproject will produce 110 megawatts of fornia chapter of the Audubon Society.
electricity, which will be sold to NV En- ‘There needs to be some caution.’ The
ergy – a firm that powers the majority of plant has been monitoring the number of
homes in Nevada, Rewire reported. Oh, bird carcasses found on its grounds durand for those paying attention, Senator ing periodic studies, but there are fears
Harry Reid, former Senate Leader, of that because the solar farms appear to be
Las Vegas put this project together, the capable of vapourising birds as large as
same one that threatens the Bundy graz- ravens in mid-air, the full extent of the
ing operations and desert tortoises. Ron problem may not come to light in the
Pelosi, Nancy Pelosi’s brother-in-law, surveys.George believes that authorihad been the executive director with ties should track birds on during anPCG Asset Management, a subsidiary of nual migratory seasons, before openPCG. It pays to be a Senator or at least ing any more solar projects. Solar
related to one. In a test, one third of the farms have been also been criticised
project’s 10,000 mirrors were moved for their impacts on desert tortoises.
to focus sunlight at a point 1,200 feet Last summer, US Fish and Wildlife Serabove ground level – at approximately vice officials warned California that the
twice the height of its tower. It took bi- power-tower style of solar technology
ologists just an hour and a half to notice holds ‘the highest lethality potential’ of
the first of the ‘streamers’ – birds that the many solar projects burgeoning in
catch fire and leave a trail of smoke in the deserts of California.

on FIRE

the air -when entering the field of solar
energy. A report last year found that tens

Lassen & Lake County
Join Jefferson State!

continued from page 1

of the Lake County meeting and was proud of the supervisors
for recognizing the importance of equal representation, which is
something Northern California no longer enjoys, because only six
officials are elected to the legislature compared with 114 elected
assembly and senators in the rest of the state. Baird was also quick
to “thank God” for the positive outcome at the Lake County meeting as the opposition did beat a drum. Baird then praised Truman
and Sheryl Bernal and Randy Sutton for their tireless efforts and
leadership as the heart of the Jefferson Lake County Committee.
With the opposition that spoke, Baird said it seemed like a miracle
when the supervisors voted 4-1 in favor.
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Rep. LaMalfa Demands Answers to Oakland VA’s Failure
to Account for Nearly 14,000 Veterans Claims

Washington, DC – Rep. Doug LaMalfa
(R-CA) released the following remarks
regarding the on-going investigation into
nearly 14,000 Veteran benefits claims
that were discovered in a filing cabinet
at the Oakland VA and the subsequent
report that was released last Wednesday
from the Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Inspector General (OIG).
“Last year, these claims were brought to
my attention by Oakland VA staff members. The VA’s OIG report confirmed the
discovery of nearly 14,000 claims in a
failing cabinet,” said LaMalfa. “However, during an onsite review, OIG could
not verify the existence of these claims due to the Oakland VA management’s
‘poor record keeping practices’. Sadly, this report sheds very little light on who is
being held accountable for these failures. This type of dysfunction and complete
lack of oversight and accountability cannot continue. Not in Oakland, and not at
any of the VA regional offices across the country. We must continue to demand
answers.”The growing scandal at the Oakland VA office has received national
media coverage and was the subject of a segment on CBS This Morning.

Monsanto Agrochemicals
Cause Genetic Damage in
Soybean Workers

Soybean workers exposed to the
agrochemicals like glyphosate, the main
component in Monsanto’s ‘Roundup’
herbicide and other biocides, suffer from
elevated DNA and cell damage, according to a new study. The exposed group
exhibited an elevated level of cellular
apoptosis, as well as DNA damage, according to researcher Danieli Benedetti
and his team, which concluded that the
now-common use of genetically-modified soybeans in the State of Rio Grande
do Sul, especially in the city of Espumoso, has toxic ramifications for workers.
Genetically-engineered seeds, proliferated across the globe by multinational
agribusiness conglomerates like Monsanto, are designed to withstand dousing by glyphosate and other biocides in
order to terminate insect, fungus, and
weed nuisances. Benedetti’s team focused specifically on Glyphosate and
2,4-D, the two top biocide components
in American-biotechnology farming culture. Glyphosate is the prime ingredient
in Monsanto’s Roundup products, while
Dow Chemical’s 2,4-D is a potent herbi-

Courtesy of netrightdaily.com

cide that was also used in making Agent
Orange, the chemical used by the US to
devastate resistance during the Vietnam
War. Last spring, Brazil’s public prosecutor sought to suspend use of glyphosate based on its toxic effects. Studies
have linked glyphosate to a fatal kidney
disease that has affected poor farming regions worldwide. Just last week,
Monsanto won final approval from the
US for its new genetically-modified
soybeans and cotton, designed to withstand a dominant biocide that fights
weed resistance built up as a result of the
company’s glyphosate-based Roundup
herbicide already in use. Monsanto reported an earnings drop of 34 percent in
its first fiscal quarter. Anger and unrest
against Monsanto’s stranglehold has
spread also spread to South America.
In Argentina, protests have occurred in
resistance to the company’s potent biocides used in tandem with their genetically-engineered seeds. In Brazil, farmers have called on Monsanto and other
producers of pest-resistant corn seeds to
reimburse them for money spent on additional biocides when the bugs killed
the crops instead of dying themselves,
speaking to the biocide arms race involved in using GM seeds.

Net Neutrality: FCC Passes New Rules for Internet

impacted the public debate and funded top liberal think tanks
from the Center for American Progress to Free Press. They also have direct ties to
the White House and regulatory agencies. At least five individuals from these groups
have ascended to key positions at the White House and FCC,” said the report which
included funding details to pro-net neutrality advocates.
Congress has agitated against the FCC’s plan in recent weeks claming that the new
rules have not been provided openly for discussion. More than 4 million people contacted FCC regarding the net neutrality rule. The vote was partisan with Democrat
appointees voting for the rules and Republican appointees voting against.
continued from page 1

Turning Fire Danger into Black Gold Hemp
History
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Have you ever thought of burying wood in the ground
to feed your plants? Think for a minute of how the
earth has been creating the soil that sustains our magnificent forests. That the continuos cycle of decomposition. The returning to the earth all that has fallen,
leaves, branches and entire trees., reincorporated ever
so slowly into the network of ceaseless bioactivity,
feeding and maintaining the nutrient cycle and therefore the forest as a whole.
All the detritus that we call excess fuel load is actually
a major component of the future soil supporting the
continuation of a healthy happy forest. So what if you
could enter the cycle mother nature has been perfecting
for eons and in the process lessen the forest fuel load,
create more defensible space around your home and
grow a great garden for years to come?
The truth is you can. All it takes is a little planing and
a heck of a lot of good old fashioned work. The concept is this; create garden beds with a mass of forest
debris as the base. Cover this base with your top soil,
compost, leaves and whatever growing medium you’re
that we’ve buried the equivalent of up to 80
partial to or that you can get your hands on. Amend if
cords in the four years since we started this
necessary, water it all in , mulch heavily and then let
project. We’ve managed to build twelve beds
the whole thing rest until planting time. We estimate
in that time and have cleaned up a considerable portion of our forest. The process is

10,000-year History of
Marijuana Use

1915-1927 In the U.S. cannabis begins to be prohibited
for nonmedical use. Prohibition first begins in California
(1915), followed by Texas (1919), Louisiana (1924), and
New York (1927).
1919 The 18th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution banned
the manufacture, sale, and transportation of alcohol and positioned marijuana as an attractive alternative leading to an
increase in use of the substance.
1920s Greek dictator Ioannis Metaxas cracks down on
hashish smoking. Hashish smuggled into Egypt from
Greece, Syria, Lebanon, Turkey, and Central Asia.
1924 Russian botanists classify another major strain of the
plant, Cannabis ruderalis.
1926 Lebanese hashish production is prohibited.
1928 Recreational use of Cannabis is banned in Britain.
1930 The Yarkand region of Chinese Turkestan exports
91,471 kg of hashish legally into the Northwest Frontier
and Punjab regions of India. Legal taxed imports of hashish continue into India from Central Asia.
1933 The U.S. congress repealed the 21st Amendment,
simple but labor intensive. Dig a trench the size and
ending alcohol prohibition; 4 years later the prohibition of
shape of the planting bed you want to create and begin the arduous task of filling it with the fallen trees, marijuana will be in full effect.
1934-1935 Chinese government moves to end all Cannabranches and stumps from your surrounding area.
bis cultivation in Yarkand and charas traffic from Yarkand.
In other words creating your defensible space . Put
some thought into this so you can completely clear an Hashish production becomes illegal in Chinese Turkestan.
area and don’t have to go running back and forth over 1936 The American propaganda film Reefer Madness was
made to scare American youth away from using Cannabis.
the same ground unnecessarily.The gathering of the
1937 U.S. Congress passed the Marijuana Tax Act which
biomass can be done in stages through out the year
criminalized the drug. In response Dr. William C. Woodand collected in a convenient location so that when
ward, testifying on behalf of the AMA, told Congress that,
the trench is ready the rest of the material is also.
Our trenches are filled with fir, pine, spruce and oak. “The American Medical Association knows of no evidence
that marijuana is a dangerous drug” and warned that a proI would avoid cedar as it has an inhibiting effect on
hibition “loses sight of the fact that future investigation
plant growth. I’m not sure about madrone but we
may show that there are substantial medical uses for Candidn’t use any. The broader the blend of species the
more diverse the bioactivity which is always what nabis.” His comments were ignored by Congress. A part
of the testimony for Congress to pass the 1937 act derived
you’re after in a healthy soil. In the trenches
from articles in newspapers owned by William Randolph
you also want wood waste in varying stages of
Hearst, who had significant financial interests in the timber
decomposition. Using all new green material
industry, which manufactured his newsprint paper.
would result in a bed too high in resins and
1938 Supply of hashish from Chinese Turkestan nearly
too slow to decompose.We also used this
ceases. The U.S. company DuPont patented the processes
as an opportunity to thin out some very
for creating plastics from coal and oil and a new process for
crowded 20 to 30 feet tall, skinny stands of
creating paper from wood pulp.
trees. They went into the trench along with old
1940s Greek hashish smoking tradition fades.
crumbly stumps, newly fallen trees, lots and
1941 Cannabis is removed from the U.S. Pharmacopoeia
lots of branches. Everything out there.
and it’s medicinal use is no longer recognized in America.
Obviously you are bucking this into manageThe same year the Indian government considers cultivation
able size pieces so you can wrestle it all into
in Kashmir to fill void of hashish from Chinese Turkestan.
place. This is where youth and vigor come in
Hand-rubbed charas from Nepal is choicest hashish in Invery handy. This is a lot of work but once the
dia during World War II.
effort has been spent you’ll be paid back for
1942 U.S. scientists working at the Office of Strategic
years. It is this slowly decaying decomposing
Services (OSS), the CIA’s wartime predecessor, began to
biomass and the network of active biology that
develop a chemical substance that could break down the
Land site before permaculture project
psychological defenses of enemy spies and POWs. After
will be doing the work for you now. Having the full spectrum of sizes and shapes of material allows
testing several compounds, the OSS scientists selected a
for the success of the long term process. Everything doesn’t activate at once, using itself up within
potent extract of marijuana as the best available “truth sea year or two. This is also why you wouldn’t use wood chips to fill the trenches. Air space would be
rum.” The cannabis concoction was given the code name
compromised and decomposition would happen too quickly and you’d loose the long term advantage TD, meaning Truth Drug. When injected into food or tothe bulkier material provides. A backhoe is the obvious choice for trenching, although even a shovel
bacco cigarettes, TD helped loosen the reserve of recalciwill do the trick depending on the scope of the project. We dug trenches three feet wide by three feet
trant interrogation subjects.
deep which corresponded to the 3 foot width of the hoe bucket. The length of the beds were determined by the available space. This represents a considerable amount of soil, about 16 cubic yards in a
50 foot bed so make sure you account for An interesting book to
read that can further
space for the excavated material.
your understanding
Your soil type determines what proporon this subject along
tion will be incorporated back into the
with the idea of pergrowing bed. In the case of pure clay,
maculture in general
like we have very little can be mixed
is Sepp Holzer’s Perback in, maybe 10% if I have to put a
number on it and up to 100% if you have maculture, A Practical
Guide to Small-Scale,
something decent to work with.
Integrative Farming
Just keep your ultimate goal in mind
and Gardening
which is to bury as much biomass as
you can to clean up around your place.
The firemen will be happy and so will
your plants.
<Land site after permaculture project - YOU can do it!

GMO Weed? Connections Alleged Between Uruguay
Marijuana Legalization, Monsanto and Soros

By Steve Elliott
Uruguay earlier last year became the first nation in the world to legalize the cultivation, sale and
possession of marijuana. Now one German researcher is alleging that billionaire speculator George
Soros supported legalization in that South American country as part of a plan for corporate agribusiness giant Monsanto to move into the cannabis trade. Engdahl alleges, on the website of the European
Coalition for Just and Effective Drug Policies (ENCOD) that Monsanto is already quietly at work
on a project to patent a genetically modified cannabis plant in Uruguay. Since Soros played a pivotal
role in Uruguay’s legalization drive (he sits on the board of the Drug Policy Alliance), and also owns
considerable Monsanto stock, Engdahl believes those two things are connected, and they point towards
Monsanto involvement. Soros’ Open Society organization distributed $34 million last year, according
to Engdahl, nearly $3.5 million of which was dedicated to marijuana legalization. Open Society funded
the group Regulacion Responsable (“Responsible Control”) in Uruguay; the group ran a nationwide
advertising campaign for the successful legalization drive. Engdahl alleges that Soros’ involvement
in Uruguayan legalization “is part of a much larger global project,” and further than Monsanto quietly conducts research projects on marijuana and its active ingredient, THC, and how the plant can be
genetically manipulated. Monsanto is, after all, the world’s largest supplier of genetically modified
seeds. Back in 1998, the British firm GW Pharmaceuticals, which markets Sativex oral spray, containing THC and CBD, signed an agreement with Dutch seed company Hortapharm (owner of the world’s
largest collection of cannabis seed varieties). The agreement gives GW Pharmaceuticals the rigbht to
use Hortapharm cannabis strains for their research, according to Engdahl. The German pharmaceuticals company Bayer AG in 2003 signed an agreement with GW Bayer AG agreed to an exchange
with Monsanto, where both companies agreed to share the results of their research. Monsanto thus
has, according to Engdahl, “discreet access” to scientific studies on the cannabis plant and its genetic
modification. In 2009, GW announced it had succeeded in genetically altering a cannabis plant and
patented a “new breed” of cannabis, Engdahl writes. With cannabis cultivation now legally allowed in
Uruguay, Engdahl says “one can easily imagine” that Monsanto sees a vast new market opening -- one
they could potentially control with patented GMO cannabis seeds much as they currently do with the
current market in soybeans. President Jose Mujica of Uruguay has made it clear that he wants a unique
genetic code for government-approved marijuana so that legal weed can be distinguished in order to
“keep the black market under control.” GMO cannabis from Monsanto would, of course, make such
control possible. Monsanto has for decades been researching genetically modified soybeans and corn.
Is Monsanto paving the way for the corporate giants of Big Pharma and Big Agriculture to replace
natural strains of cannabis with their own patented GMO varieties? Moving into marijuana could be
seen as a logical next step for Monsanto. The company is reputedly investing millions of dollars into
a new technology known as RNA interference (RNAi), which could be used to manipulate everything
from the color of the plant to making it indigestible to insects, or resistant to certain herbicides (like the
“Roundup Ready” versions of crops that Monsanto produces to withstand the herbicides the company
sells). Genetic modification through RNAi or other methods could, of course, be used to create larger,
more potent marijuana plants -- and plants that could be distinguished from unauthorized, “black market” marijuana through genetic testing.

CARB Laundering Public Funds Through Unlawful Delaware Corporation?
continued from pg 1
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Georgia Lawmaker Outlines Plan for
Shipping Medical Marijuana
By Andy Miller Georgia Health News

The Georgia state lawmaker championing medical
marijuana recently said he hopes to announce an agreement
soon with a manufacturer that aims to ship cannabis oil to
residents in the state. That process would be facilitated if
Georgia passes a bill to offer immunity from prosecution
to those families using cannabis oil for medical purposes,
said state Rep. Allen Peake, R-Macon. Peake told reporters Monday that the cannabis product in question contains
so little THC, the psychoactive ingredient in marijuana,
“that it’s considered hemp.” Under the plan, he said, families could order the product online and the manufacturer
would ship it to their homes. “They’re only sending it to
states where immunity is in place,” he said. Earlier, Peake
had discussed a broader bill that would have allowed some
marijuana to be grown in Georgia for the purpose of manufacturing the oil. But Peake backed off that provision in
a compromise with Gov. Nathan Deal, who did not support cultivation of cannabis in the state. The compromise
disappointed some Georgia parents of children with seizure disorders who moved to Colorado, where marijuana
products are legal. They worry that some Georgians will
be unable to afford the trip or will risk arrest if they travel
home through states where the product is not legal, the Associated Press reported. Other ideas to bring medical marijuana to Georgia, Peake said, include asking the governor
to request a federal exemption allowing a state agency to
obtain cannabis oil for “compassionate-need” distribution.
Peake also spoke of volunteering himself to bring the cannabis oil from Colorado to Georgia. “Maybe there’s a time
for a little civil disobedience,” he said. Blaine and Shannon Cloud of Smyrna said they support Peake’s immunity
bill. Their 9-year-old daughter Alaina has seizures. Five
medications help keep them in control now, but “the side
effects are terrible,” Alaina Cloud said, including making
her unable to eat. The best solution for the families “is to
have in-state growing,” Blaine Cloud said, while calling
the immunity bill “a first step.” Separately, the American
Academy of Pediatrics on Monday updated its recommendations on medical marijuana. The AAP said it opposes the
use of medical marijuana outside the FDA regulatory process. But the organization also said that “marijuana may
be an option for cannabinoid administration for children
with life-limiting or severely debilitating conditions and
for whom current therapies are inadequate.” The pediatrics
organization also recommended changing marijuana from
a Schedule I to a Schedule II drug to facilitate research and
development of pharmaceutical cannabinoids.

up redevelopment projects as Delaware Corporations. Delaware Limited Liability Corporations are anonymous shell corporations that never reveal individual ownership or records. The California Air Resources
Board, with help from former Democratic Assembly Speaker John Perez, D-Los Angeles, figured out a
way to exempt itself from the state’s open meeting act in a piece of last minute legislation. Language was
secretly placed into a trailer bill in the 2011 state budget, which now allows the California Air Resources
Board to conduct state business without any transparency. Government Code 11120, the Bagley-Keene
Open Meeting Act, is explicitly exempted in the language of budget trailer bill SB 1018. In short, the
CARB is now providing a legal form of money laundering by funneling cap and trade auction revenues
into WCI Inc., — a shell corporation funded with California public funds. The Perez
trailer bill language appeared to be an illegal
statute, because it does not conform with the
By Yvonne Storkey
California Constitution, Article I Section 3, This title may seem a little extreme. It is actually something a customer said to me at work, which really struck me. He and
which states, “The people have the right of his wife had owned a holiday resort on the great Amazon river in South America; then a local army of mercenaries invaded,
access to information concerning the con- and they had to flee for their lives, literally leaving everything behind. The valiant couple rebuilt their lives, and now live
duct of the people’s business, and, therefore, contentedly in Trinity county. But his comment struck me very forcibly.
the meetings of public bodies and the writ- Despite his story having personal echoes for myself, I think he is speaking about something important, far-reaching. I have
ings of public officials and agencies shall talked before about the ugly trait of entitlement which appears increasingly prevalent today. Many people believe they deserve
be open to public scrutiny.” In 2012, a Joint to be given the best, simply because they exist, with no requirement to work for rewards, earn rewards, or give back to the
Legislative Audit Committee attempted to community in gratitude for what it brings to them. In fact the whole concept of a balance between giving as well as receiving
hold CARB accountable with the threat of seems to have passed them by, melded into a frenzy of take take take.
a six-month state audit. But the committee Losing everything is a very powerful way to bring on a blessings count, and generate gratitude. If you can breathe, and your
chairman, then-Assemblyman Ricardo Lara, heart is beating, you are better off than the millions in cemeteries. If you have something, anything to eat, you are better off
D-Bell Gardens, surprised everyone when than the millions starving in third world countries (and , to our shame, in first world countries, too). Likewise, if you have a
he nixed the plan after having made the pre- roof over your head, someone to talk to, four functioning limbs, eyesight, hearing. As for any kind of currency in your pocket,
tense that he was on board. Lara is now a or transport to get you from A to B, you are in the world elite. Most of us have so many more reasons to be thankful than we
State Senator.
give credit to.
CARB and AB 32
Hence the power of that person’s comment, about losing everything. When you do not know where your next drink of water
In 2006, the Legislature promised that
is coming from, appreciation for so-called ‘little things’ is powerful and immediate. It makes one realize that what many call
AB 32 would help clean the environment
‘little’ is actually very big indeed. The best comparable example, I think, comes from friends who have served tours of military
while still protecting the economy. Supduty: In their words, “You learn that if no one is shooting at you, today is a really good day”.
portive legislators promised that utility and
The concept of losing everything you have is fundamentally about learning perspective about what is Real. I can relate to this
gasoline costs would not increase with the
very clearly, since I was brought up in a sheltered middle class environment in which the most shocking things that happened
implementation of the climate change law.
were raised voices in a domestic argument, or a parent fearing being laid off from their job and not being able to afford the
The opposite has happened, and businesses
mortgage. I have come to realize that my upbringing bore as much resemblance to reality as the average graphic novel does to
are now being severely taxed and extorted
real life.
by the CARB just for doing business in
But present-day life in America is not real either - I would put it somewhere between a sitcom, a soap and an R-rated slasher
California. Most business owners are up in
movie. People are wallowing in personal melodramas, making a living out of blaming others for their problems (the legal
arms over CARB’s inability to justify its
system), defining themselves by their traumas instead of getting over them, and caught up in a host of trivial matters they turn
fees, or even explain where the money is
into life or death issues. Yet Reality can be brought down to very simple terms. You have someting to eat. You have a source of
going.
warmth when it is cold. You have somewhere to stay. And no one is shooting at you. Anything else is a bonus.
To be continued...

One Woman’s Point of View: Everyone Should Lose Everything
They Have At Least Once!

Fed Legislation
to Build Sites
Reservoir

To Store Water for
Millions in California
Washington, DC – Rep. Doug LaMalfa (RCA) and Rep. John Garamendi (D-CA) today announced the introduction of H.R. 1060,
which will accelerate the completion of a feasibility study of Sites Reservoir and authorize
the project should it be found feasible. Located
in Colusa and Glenn counties, Sites Reservoir
is a proposed off-stream reservoir that would
store as much as 1.8 million acre feet of water for cities, agriculture, and the environment.
“Californians have spoken strongly in support
of investing in new surface storage, with over
two-thirds voting to invest in projects like Sites
Reservoir,” said Rep. LaMalfa (CA-01). “Sites
provides more storage per dollar invested than
any other proposed project, ensuring that California has water available for cities, farms,
and the environment during future droughts.
It’s time to fulfill the promises made to voters, move forward on Sites, and build the infrastructure that will allow our state’s economy to
continue growing for generations to come.”
“California is famous for bouncing back from
adversity and emerging stronger. Sites Reservoir will play a key role in making our state
drought resilient by expanding our water reserves. The Sites project would help meet the
water needs of our communities, farms, and
environment. It has galvanized bipartisan support across California. The water bond, which
provides significant funding for storage, was
passed by an overwhelming majority of California voters. Let’s continue this momentum,
pass this bill, and start building California’s
water future,” said Congressman Garamendi (D-CA-03). David Guy, President of the
Northern California Water Association, urged
support for the measure: “This bi-partisan effort promoting progressive water management
is a step forward for California. The dry years
in California have shown the importance of
surface storage for all beneficial purposes-water needed for cities and rural communities, farms, fish, birds and recreation. An offstream regulating reservoir on the west-side of
the Sacramento Valley (Sites) is critical for all
these beneficial purposes in the Sacramento
Valley, as well as providing state-wide water system operational improvements.” Fritz
Durst, Chairman of the Sites Joint Powers Authority (Sites JPA), supported the Congressmen’s action: “Once again, our representatives, Congressmen LaMalfa and Garamendi,
have exercised leadership by advancing this
legislation and project. Sites Reservoir will
improve statewide water reliability so desperately needed in drought years to protect and
enhance the lifeblood of our economy, while
also providing the necessary water to conserve
our rich wildlife and natural resources.” Sites
JPA Vice Chair Leigh McDaniel highlighted
the importance of expeditious Congressional
consideration of this measure: “With the eyes
of the country focused on California’s historic
drought, it is vital that we work jointly to seize
this opportunity to develop the infrastructure
needed to store additional water at Sites Reservoir and beyond. Doing so will go a long way
toward enhancing operational efficiency of the
Central Valley Project and serve to mitigate the
impacts of similar droughts going forward.”
The California Department of Water Resources recently reported that Sites Reservoir would
generate an additional 900,000 acre feet of
water during droughts, enough water to supply
millions of Californians for an entire year. The
California Alliance for Jobs has also profiled
Sites Reservoir and released a video detailing
the project’s benefits to cities, farms and the
environment.
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Obama to Ban Bullets by EO TRINITYGAZETTE.NET
Federal Court: California
continued from pg 1

ing” ammunition, an exemption for those bullets mostly
used for sport by AR-15 owners, and the recent popularity of pistol-style ARs that use the ammo. The inexpensive
5.56 M885 ammo, commonly called green tips, have been
exempt for years, as have higher-caliber ammunition that
also easily pierces the type of soft armor worn by police,
because it’s mostly used by target shooters, not criminals.
The agency proposes to reclassify it as armor-piercing and
not exempt. But now BATFE says that since the bullets can
be used in semi-automatic handguns they pose a threat to
police and must be banned from production, sale and use.
But, as Goodlatte noted, the agency offered no proof. Federal agencies will still be allowed to buy the ammo.“This
round is amongst the most commonly used in the most
popular rifle design in America, the AR-15. Millions upon
millions of M855 rounds have been sold and used in the
U.S., yet ATF has not even alleged — much less offered
evidence — that even one such round has ever been fired
from a handgun at a police officer,” said Goodlatte’s letter. Even some police don’t buy the administration’s claim.
“Criminals aren’t going to go out and buy a $1,000 AR
pistol,” Brent Ball, owner of 417 Guns in Springfield, Mo.,
and a 17-year veteran police officer told the Springfield
News-Leader. “As a police officer I’m not worried about
AR pistols because you can see them. It’s the small gun
in a guy’s hand you can’t see that kills you.” Many see the
bullet ban as an assault on the AR-15 and Obama’s backdoor bid to end production and sale. “We are concerned,”
said Justin Anderson with Hyatt Gun Shop in Charlotte,
N.C., one of the nation’s top sellers of AR-15 style rifles.
“Frankly, we’re always concerned when the government
uses back-door methods to impose quasi-gun control.”
Groups like the National Shooting Sports Foundation
suggest that under BATFE’s new rule, other calibers like
popular deer hunting .308 bullets could be banned because they also are used in AR-15s, some of which can be
turned into pistol-style guns. “This will have a detrimental
effect on hunting nationwide,” said the group.

Handgun Roster Does Not
Violate 2nd Amendment Rights

February 26, 2015 (SACRAMENTO, CA) — In response to a

federal district court decision released today on the constitutionality of the State of California’s “Unsafe Handgun Act”
handgun roster and microstamping laws, The Calguns Foundation released the following statement:
“We are disappointed that the district court sidestepped a
clear violation of Second Amendment civil rights in its decision today. However, we are absolutely committed to litigating this case as far as necessary to reverse this incorrect
ruling and restore the right to keep and bear modern handguns in the Golden State. It is difficult to understand how
the Supreme Court’s landmark District of Columbia v. Heller
decision could be so badly mis-applied. Laws that ban lawabiding people from acquiring virtually all modern handguns
following a rigorous background check have no constitutional basis and must be overturned. It is utterly preposterous that
a Federal Court would rule that a ban on all new semi-automatic handguns does not burden Second Amendment rights.
Such a decision conflicts with Ninth Circuit precedent, much
less the Supreme Court’s holdings in Heller and McDonald
v. Chicago..

journalists and revelations about mass surveillance, the
United States plunged 13 spots in the group’s global
press freedom rankings to number 46. In other firstworld economies and countries, police killings are
notably rare, the think tank reports: Let’s look at our
immediate neighbors to the north, Canada. The total
number of citizens killed by law enforcement officers
in the year 2014, was 14; that is 78 times less people
than the US. If we look at the United Kingdom, 1 person was killed by police in 2014 and 0 in 2013. English
police reportedly fired guns a total of three times in
all of 2013, with zero reported fatalities. From 2010
through 2014, there were four fatal police shootings in
England, which has a population of about 52 million.
By contrast, Albuquerque, N.M., with a population 1

Just 1 Simple Question:
WHY DOES THE USDA
NEED SUBMACHINE
GUNS?
(NaturalNews) Violence between police
and citizens is increasing, according to data
and statistics, as analysts and experts search
for answers to decrease shootings and other
acts of civil unrest. Even as the search for
answers continues, however, others have
found that there is a distinct disconnect between police and the citizenry that they are
assigned to “serve and protect.”
According to the Free Thought Project, a
think tank and policy analysis organization,
hundreds of citizens were killed by police
in 2014 -- a figure that was higher than the
previous high in 2013. “While violence among citizens
has dropped, violence against citizens carried out by police
has been rising sharply. When we look at citizens killed
by police over the last two years, deaths have increased
44 percent in this short time; 763 people were kill[ed] by
police in 2013,” the think tank said, quoting figures at
KilledByPolice.net, a website which tracks such statistics.
Meanwhile, in 2014, the figure rose to 1,100, the think
tank noted, quoting the tallying site. “That is an average of
three people a day,” said the think tank. To put that figure
in context, the think tank said that, in all of last year, just
58 U.S. troops were killed in Iraq and Afghanistan. “Fewer
soldiers were killed in war than citizens back home in “the
land of the free” in 2014, by a large margin,” the group
said.
More prisoners than China - How can such figures be
inherent to a “free country,” the think tank asked rhetorically before pointing out that, according to recent data, the
U.S. is hardly as free as many believe. In fact, according
to the 2014 Legatum Prosperity Index, which measures a
number of factors such as, of course, prosperity, but also
governance, education and health, ranked the U.S. 21st
in “Personal Freedom,” down from 9th in previous rankings in 2010 (New Zealand was 1st). The U.S. was behind
such countries as Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany,
Uruguay and Costa Rica.
After a year of attacks on whistleblowers and digital

percent the size of England’s, had 26 fatal police shootings in that same time period. In China, the think tank
reports, there were only 12 killings by law enforcement
personnel in 2014, though the population is four-anda-half times the size of America. And in the period of
2013-2014, there were no police killings of civilians in
Germany, the think tank said.
“Militarization” - There are other disturbing trends
that speak ill of “American Freedom,” according to the
think tank:
-- The U.S. imprisons nearly 25 percent of all people
imprisoned the world over, though it has only about 5
percent of the global population, “an extremely disproportionate share of people imprisoned globally.”
-- In all, there are about 2.2 million inmates in the
U.S., while China -- a much more authoritarian state
-- imprisons 1.7 million, though that country also has a
much higher execution rate.
-- The “war on drugs,” in addition to what President
Dwight Eisenhower described as the “military-industrial complex,” was created by the mindset that the
United States “police” the world, and that has “created
a deadly combination.”
-- The passage of military equipment and gear to local police departments has “militarized” them, which
could be at least partially responsible for an increase in
police-related violence.
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chambers on Tuesday after the founder of the local political action
committee, California Cannabis Voice Humboldt, made a personal appeal to the board regarding the county’s future in cannabis: “Help the
small farmer to understand he doesn’t have anything to be ashamed of.
She doesn’t have anything she shouldn’t be proud of. There is a social
taboo that says that individual person doesn’t get to participate in our
society, that says they’re somehow less than equal,” Luke Bruner said
to the board. “That needs to go away. It’s fundamentally and morally
wrong, I believe, that that level of discrimination exists in our county.
We are equals in society and we asked to be treated as such.” Following the half-minute applause, 2nd District Supervisor and board Chairwoman Estelle Fennell said the board prefers not to have any applause
in the chamber, adding “... but I do think we are looking at a little bit of
history here, so we’re going to allow it.” Bruner discussed the purpose
of the grassroots, nonprofit political action committee and its efforts to
draft a county medical marijuana land use ordinance that will regulate
cultivation practices on parcels above 5 acres in size. The board has
passed two of four proposed ordinances since 2011 to regulate cultivation practices in the unincorporated areas of the county. The board has
approved an indoor cultivation ordinance and small parcel ordinance,
with the next two ordinances set to regulate medical marijuana dispensaries and cultivation on parcels larger than 5 acres. Meanwhile,
Trinity County residents concerned with the impact of cannabis recreational legalization can have on medical marijuana patients rights are
working to ensure that organic naturally grown cannabis will continue
to be legal to be grown in Trinity and to stop any GMO intrusion
by mega corporations like Monsanto jockeying to take advantage in
California with corporate push for legalization. Advocates for medical
marijuana patients are concerned that statewide legalization will end
the right of the small farmer to provide medicine and will destroy the
economic base that such cultivation supports in Trinty County. Corporate lobbyists are pushing for only 22 to 30 permits to be issued for the
entire state of California which will leave Trinity and other rural counties out of the expected economic boom that legalization will bring.

